
Avro Vulcan B.2. 
44 Squardron - Operation Back Buck - 1982

Kit: 1/200th Scale Kit by Cyberhobby

By Colin Ovens

Background
Roughly two years ago, I bought and built the earlier release of this kit, as a Blue Steel armed 
aircraft of 617 Sqn, which formed part of the Scampton Wing during 1963.  I enjoyed the build.

Last July, to remind me that I had achieved my “three score years and ten”, a member of Clacton 
Branch IPMS and his fiancée, presented me with this second edition of the Cyberhobby kit.  This 
version is intended to represent an airframe based at Wideawake Airfield on Ascension Island for 
Operation Corporate during May/June 1982.

Build Options
There are three decal options in this kit.  

Vulcan B.2 XM607, which carried out the historic bombing raid, code-named “Black Buck 1” on Port 
Stanley Airfield which rendered the runway unusable for fast combat jets of the Argentine Air 
Force and Navy on the night of May 1st 1982.  It attacked again on May 3rd (“Black Buck3”), and just 
before the Argentine surrender on June 12th (“Black Buck 7”), XM607 attacked Argentine troop 
concentrations near Port Stanley with a mixture of 1,000 lb HE and anti-personnel bombs, all fused 
for air burst with devastating results.

The second decal option is for Vulcan B.2 XM597 which successfully attacked Argentine air-defence 
radars at Port Stanley on three occasions, using AGM-45A Shrike anti-radar missiles (“Black Bucks 
4, 5, and 6”). “Black Buck 6” nearly ended in disaster when the Vulcan’s IFR probe fractured when 
attempting to take on fuel from a Victor K.2 tanker on the return journey to Ascension Island, and 
the Vulcan was, embarrassingly, diverted to Rio de Janeiro, landing with only a few minutes’ fuel on 
board.

The third decal option is for the well known Vulcan B.2, XH558.  THIS AIRCRAFT DID NOT 
PARTICIPATE IN THE FALKANDS WAR.  Moreover the kit represents Vulcan airframes fitted with 



the more powerful R-R Olympus 301 engine of 20,000lb.st, fitted from the 40th B.2 airframe built, whereas 
XH558 was equipped with the R-R Olympus 201 of 17,000lb.st.  So what, one may argue; the jet pipes of the 
Olympus 201 are longer and more tapered, very different in appearance to those of the Olympus 301 which are 
shorter and of greater diameter (see the tables at the end of this article).  (The six Vulcan tanker conversions 
had the Olympus 201.)  So, you CANNOT build an accurate XH558 straight from this kit!

My initial intent was to build XM597, but Cyberhobby only provides one pair of Shrikes, their launcher and the 
appropriate underwing pylon; under the starboard wing Cyberhobby provides a slightly different (but correctly 
shaped) pylon to carry an AN/ALQ-101D ECM pod.  For “Black Bucks 5 and 6“, XM597 was armed with two pairs 
of Shrikes- there is only one pair in the kit.   

So- the only option left was to build XM607.  Incidentally, the AN/ALQ-101D ECM pod, was carried because 
the Vulcan’s internal ECM fit was tuned to counter Soviet air-defence radars; the Argentine forces used 
American-built air-defence radars. 

The Build
Within the box are three sprues in grey plastic, plus a couple of tiny zip-loc bags for the transparencies and 
the decals. 

There are “issues” with this kit, but none are “fatal”.  The worst of these is, in my opinion, the odd situation 
regarding undercarriage wheels.  The kit includes 22 wheels- 11 one size, and 11 smaller ones.  The Vulcan’s main 
wheel bogies each have 8 wheels and there are twin nose-wheels.  To start with, the instructions tell one to fit 
two of the small wheels, plus two of the large wheels, to the nose u/c leg!  Just shorten the axles and fit two 
larger wheels. 

The main bogies are a different matter.  Their construction is, in fact, fairly simple; however, some familiarity 
with the undercarriage of a Vulcan is helpful.  The bogies are each in three parts, which are a little fiddly to 
put together, and the situation is not helped by the fact that the instruction diagram shows only two of the 
components in any clarity- the third being almost totally obscured by the rear door being drawn in front of it!  
However, once assembled, these bogie units are quite robust.  Each bogie has eight wheels... there are two of 
these wheels already moulded on the bogies- these are the same diameter as the small wheels.  The procedure 
is to fit two of these small wheels to the other axle on each bogie and then cement four of the large wheels to 
the outsides of each small wheel.  It all sounds crazy, as one ends up with two different size wheels on each 
bogie, though strangely, once assembled, the size difference is not apparent.  At the end of all this, one is left 
with one large and seven small wheels on the sprue!  I prefer to fit the wheels after the u/c legs have been 
fitted- as it seems easier. The u/c doors were fitted after the painting stage.

Another “issue” concerns the oil-breather pipes, two of which pass (on the underside) between each pair of 
engine nacelles- sandwiched between ECM platform and wing.  These pipes are quite finely moulded, but not fine 
enough, as they prevent the ECM platform from “bedding down” into its correct position.  The only alternative 
is to make one’s own pipes from stretched sprue.  Even then, the curved leading edge of the ECM platform 
has to be modified slightly to enable the platform to fit snugly.  The 1/72 plan from the Warpaint book is very 
useful at this stage.



At this point, I must stress that to build this kit one ought to have good photo references.  I relied heavily on 
my copy of Guideline Publications’ “Warpaint No.20- Avro Vulcan”, and on a copy of the Linewrights “Aeroguide 
No.6- Avro Vulcan B.Mk2/Mk.2K”- which was purchased in 1984 for the princely sum of £2.95 (happy days!).  
The Warpaint book is still available from the publisher’s and the Linewright volume can still be obtained 
(second-hand) at model shows.  The Warpaint book also includes pull-out 1/72 scale plans of the Vulcan- which 
are very useful; the Linewrights volume contains many excellent, large, monochrome photos.

The wings and fuselage are moulded as complete top/bottom halves, thereby eliminating the hideous wing-to-
fuselage joins found on Airfix’s elderly 1/72 scale offering- it’s about time that old kit was pensioned off!  (I’ve 
still got two of them in the stash!)  The airframe halves fitted very nicely together with only a smear of filler 
near the nose and at the tail.  Weight was added before these halves were joined.  (No- I don’t know how much!)

There is a cockpit with two separate crew figures, and an instrument panel (with the fighter-style control yokes 
already moulded in place).  Barely anything of the cockpit is visible through the canopy’s small windows; speaking 
of windows, there are two for the lower crew compartment; these are indicated by engraved circles either side 
of the fuselage, below the canopy.  One can either drill them out, and glaze them later, or simply, paint them 
gloss black.

There is, just aft of the bomb-bay, a mysterious opening.  After much consulting of references I could not 
fathom out what it represented- I suppose that one could insert a length of Perspex rod here to make an 
effective stand for a wheels-up display- but I filled it.  

The undercarriage legs, sans wheels, were fitted next; as this necessitates inverting the model, it is easier to 
fit the tail-fin after the u/c.  Two tail-fins are included in the kit- use the later version with the RWR/ECM 
fairing at its tip.  Also, at this stage, I turned to the aerial “fit”.  



There are three locating points at the forward end of the fuselage- use the lower pair only, and fill the one 
on the port side below the canopy as there is no aerial here!  The remaining aerial fits on the fuselage spine.  
There should also be a UHF blade aerial on the fuselage spine, make this from 5 thou plasticard, and locate it 
mid-way between the rear of the canopy and the other aerial on the spine. 

The cockpit windows and bomb-aimer’s flat panel were masked with Maskol, ready for painting.  I primed the 
model with Humbrol No.1, and used acrylic paint for the rest of the job: I used paint from the Mig range for 
the camouflage.  Medium Sea Grey was airbrushed over the upper surfaces and sides of the airframe; the 
paint was allowed to cure for 24 hours before I drew the camouflage pattern using a very soft (6B) pencil- and 
then brush-painted the Dark Green pattern (two coats).  (Incidentally- at a Southern Expo, a couple of years 
ago, I was admiring a beautifully made, camouflaged, example of Airfix’s Vulcan, and overheard someone say 
that he would rather attempt the SAAB Viggen’s splinter camouflage “than that horribly convoluted scheme...”!  
Personally, I’d much rather paint the Vulcan’s scheme!)  

Once the Dark Green paint had cured, for 24 hours, with the help of a few lengths of Tamiya tape, the Dark 
Sea Grey was sprayed on the underside of the model- not forgetting to allow for the “wrap round” of the 
camouflage at the leading edges of the wings.  As Vulcan XM607 had its RAF Waddington and 101 Sqn badges 
obliterated before going to Ascension Island, I used a slightly darker version of Medium Sea Grey on the fin to 
represent the patches that show this attempt at “security”.  The u/c doors, having been painted earlier, were 
now fitted; the model then received two airbrushed coats of Klear.

Decalling
The model was now ready for decaling.  One really needs to be a bit careful at this stage- the decals are very 
well printed, but being 1/200th scale they are in many instances, very, VERY tiny- and, if something does go 
awry, how many of us have suitable decals in this scale, lurking in their “spare box”?  Apart from that, the only 
real “issue” I have with the decals is that I am not happy with the typeface used for the Vulcan’s serial number; 
the down-stroke of the “7” should be straight- I suspect Cyberhobby has been a bit lazy here, using Arial 
instead of replicating the correct typeface.  One characteristic of the Vulcan’s camouflage scheme is where the 
green pattern “just misses” the port roundel. Yup- I’m fussy!



Once the decals had “bedded down”, the following day I airbrushed a couple of coats of Micro-Flat (thinned 
with about 25% Xtracrylix thinners) this gave an excellent flat finish and “pulled” both paint and decals 
together into a “unified look”.  The Maskol was removed- and the paint job was complete.

The final stage was to fit the AN/ALQ-101D ECM pod on its pylon below the starboard wing, and the two AGM-
45A Shrike missiles to their pylon below the port wing- a straightforward procedure.  Well, it would have been 
even better if the Shrikes in this example of the kit had not been bent like a pair of bananas!  Another “issue”!  
Incidentally, instead of painting the Shrikes white, I used Vallejo White Grey- this avoids the starkness of 
pure white.

Then I showed it at our club night- which is where another “issue” became apparent...

As soon as I placed the model on the table, the fluorescent lighting of the clubroom pointed out something 
about which I was already a little bit suspicious- the red of the roundels...  Why is it that so many kits from 
companies that live “East of Suez” cannot get either the hue or the tone of Roundel Red correct?  It’s almost 
always too bright; admittedly Cyberhobby is by no means the worst offender- it took the clubroom’s lighting to 
point out this problem!

Summing Up
Did I enjoy this build?  Definitely!  Would I recommend the kit to a friend?  Yes.  Would I build another?  
Certainly (but not too soon; I want to get back to larger scales...!  Being blind in one eye, this build was a little 
bit of a strain.)

© Colin Ovens
September 2016



Appendix: - VULCAN B.2 information:- 
Vulcan B.2s with R-R Olympus 201 engines had longer, slimmer and tapered tail-pipes; whereas those fitted with 
the more powerful R-R Olympus 301 engines (from the 40th airframe onwards) which had shorter, but larger 
diameter tail-pipes.  The first table below shows which Vulcan airframe was fitted with which version of the R-R 
Olympus engine. 

The second table shows which Vulcan B.2 airframes were armed with the Blue Steel stand-off bomb.  (Today, 
Blue Steel would be called a cruise missile.)  

The final table lists those airframes fitted with two ECM platforms during 1962 to 1964: the standard fit being 
one ECM platform- usually mounted between the starboard engine nacelles.   

I hope this information clarifies these points for anyone contemplating building an Avro Vulcan B.2- in whichever 
scale one prefers.

Vulcans fitted with R-R Olympus 201 engines
XH533 – XH539

XH554 – XH 563

XJ780 – XJ574

XJ823 – XJ825

XL317 – XL321

XL359 – XL361

XL384 – XL390

XL392

XL425 – XL427

XL443 – XL446

XM569 – XM573

Vulcan airframes equipped to carry a Blue Steel stand-off bomb
XH559

XL317 – XL321
XL359 – XL361
XL384 – XL390

XL392
XL425 – XL427
XL443 – XL446
XM569 – XM576
XM594 – XM595

Vulcans fitted with R-R Olympus 301 engines
XH557 *

XJ784 *

XL384 – XL391 *

XM574 – XM576

XM594 – XM595

XM597 – XM612

XM646 – XM657

Vulcan airframes fitted with two ECM platforms [during 1962-1964]
XL318 – XL321

XL359
XL384 – XL390
XL444 – XL446
XM569 – XM573
XM575 – XM576
XM594 – XM595

*Airframes originally built with R-R Olympus 201 and later retrofitted with R-R Olympus 301. 






